
Lecture 13: Planetary Atmospheres, 
Exoplanets, Water, Life and all that …



Outline

• Exoplanets: Detection techniques, Statistics, Surprises, ... 

• Origin of Life: Theories, Key prebiotic syntheses, Habitability, ...



~300 molecules  
detected

Origin of 
Earth’s water?

Life seeded 
from space?

Credit: Bill Saxton 
 NRAO/AUI/NSF

Life on 
exoplanets?

H2 C60

From Molecules in Space to the Origin of Life 



Kaltenegger et al, Astrobiology 10, 1 (2010)

Extrasolar Planets: Why are they hard to detect?

The light flux of  a 
planet  is  lower by  
~10 orders of 
magnitude wrt the 
central star 



PDS 70 b: Detection of a planet in 
the gap of the disk with SPHERE
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• 6 years astrometric baseline: bound object 

• Orbital properties:  
separation 22 au, period 118 years, orbit 

circular and coplanar with disk favoured 

• Spectrophotometry Y-to L’-band 
mass: 5-9 Mjup (comparison to evolutionary 

models)

       First unambiguous direct detection of 
a planet within the gap of a transition disk

Keppler et al. 2018
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• 6 years astrometric baseline: bound object 

• Orbital properties:  
separation 22 au, period 118 years, orbit 

circular and coplanar with disk favoured 

• Spectrophotometry Y-to L’-band 
mass: 5-9 Mjup (comparison to evolutionary 

models)

       First unambiguous direct detection of 
a planet within the gap of a transition diskWagner et al. 2018

Keppler et al. 2018

PDS 70 b: Detection of a planet in 
the gap of the disk with SPHEREYoung gas planets in PDS70 disk

Haffert et al. 2019

MUSE @ VLT

• Sun-like star with disk, ~ 5 Myr old  

• Two gas giant planets at 21.5 and 35.5 au (2:1 resonance) 

• Planets are accreting gas  

• Hubble and JWST spectroscopy

Keppler et al. 2018



Almost every sun-like star has a planet

Credit: F. Fressin (CfA)

Based on Kepler statistics corrected for incompleteness and false positives 



Exoplanetary statistics: https://exoplanet.eu/
>5500 discovered exoplanets!

Gaudi et al. (2020)



The First Exoplanet Detection – Pulsar Timing 
(Pulsar: fast rotating neutron star)

● Millisecond radio pulsars allow for precise 
timing measurements 
● 1st confirmed exoplanet detection by  
Wolszczan & Frail (1992) found 2 roughly 
earth-mass planets 
● Even very small planets can be detected 
(~1/10 Mearth) 
● Not suitable for large searches due to 
scarcity of pulsars 
● Orbiting planets unlikely to be habitable 

Pulse arrival 
time 
residuals 

Fitting for a 
98 day 
periodicity 

Fitting for a 
66 day 
periodicity 

Fitting for 
both 98 and 
66 day 
periodicities 

Wolszczan & Frail, Nature 355,145 (1992) Observations: Arecibo telescope

Slow motionSource: wikipedia



Exoplanet detection – Direct Imaging

● With a coronagraph to block the 
stellar light, direct imaging is  
possible 

● High contrast imaging leaves 
residual speckle artifacts 

● Requires large orbits and large 
planets: > a few Mjup, with orbital 
separation > 100 - 1000 AU 

Marois et al. 2008

Keck and Gemini telescopes



Exoplanets around HR 8799 (optics), Keck 10m



Exoplanet Detection – Radial Velocity / Astrometry

● Wobble in stellar position due to 
gravitational influence of orbiting 
planet 
● Detect Doppler shift due to wobble   
spectroscopically 

Astrometry 
• (2D position on the sky) also 

possible for detecting wobble, 
• requires ~1 milli-arcsecond 

accuracy: GAIA!

http://www.astro.wisc.edu/~townsend/

Radial velocity



Exoplanet Detection – Radial Velocity 

● Wobble in stellar position due to     
gravitational influence of orbiting planet 

● Detect Doppler shift due to wobble 

● Can be done with earthbound telescopes 
 and accurate spectrometers

Nobel prize of 2019 
Michel Mayor, 
Didier Queloz

Credit: Observatorio de París / ASM Emmanuel Pécontal



Exoplanet detection – Radial Velocity 
● Uncertainty in inclination 
 leads to sin(i) uncertainty 
 in planet mass 

● Stellar spectrum variations 
 limit current accuracy 
 to  ~1 m/s 

● Particularly sensitive to  
  detecting close-in and 
 massive planets 

● Requires long monitoring 
 time to detect long orbits

Planets detected by radial velocity: 
shown are 822 of 882 (exoplanet.eu / 06 Feb 2020)

Limits of radial velocity method: accuracy 1 m/s 
Observation time: 7.5 years 
(to observe complete orbit)



Exoplanet detection – Transit

Wikipedia, “Methods of detecting extrasolar planets”

● Dip in intensity of light when 
orbiting planet blocks the star 

● Secondary transit, when star 
goes behind the star, can also be 
detected 

● Direct measure of the size of the 
planet from eclipse depth.   

● Extensive monitoring campaigns 
(Kepler, Corot, TESS, ...)

Kepler's sole scientific instrument is a photometer 
that continually monitors the brightness of over 
145,000 main sequence stars in a fixed field of view. 
(Wikipedia)

Drop in brightness:



The Kepler Mission

Kepler observed 150000 stars continuousily, 
using a photometer consisting of 42 CCDs  
with 2200x1042 pixels each.



Exoplanet detection – Transit
Example: Kepler data on HAT-P-7 b (Hot Jupiter type planet discovered 2008) 

Intensity decrease by 0.6%: 

𝑅∗ = 2𝑅𝑠𝑢𝑛
𝑅𝑝 = 0.15 𝑅𝑠𝑢𝑛  ≈ 1.5 𝑅𝑗𝑢𝑝

When the planet goes behind the star, any light 
from the planet, either starlight reflected off 
the planet's surface, or light being emitted by 
the planet because it is glowing hot, is blocked. 
This decrease in brightness is called the 
"secondary eclipse", and for planets is usually 
quite small. 

Source: https://www.cfa.harvard.edu/~avanderb/tutorial



Exoplanet detection – Transit

● Strongly biased towards close-in 
orbits as they are more likely to 
align for transit 
● Requires long monitoring time to 
detect long orbits

Planets detected by transit: 
shown are 2971 of 2990 (exoplanet.eu / 06 Feb 2020)



Exoplanet detection – Microlensing

● Increase in intensity of 
background star light when 
intervening lens star passes.  
Planet is detectable as secondary 
increase in intensity  

● 51 detected this way to date 
(exoplanet.eu 09.02.2017) 

● Not reproducible, and in fact 
often the lens star is never even 
observed 

● With large monitoring 
campaigns, can be used in a 
statistical manner to understand 
prevalence of earth-like planets

Wikipedia, “Gravitational microlensing”

Beaulieu et al. Nature 439, 437 (2006)



Exoplanet detection – Surprises

• Lots of non-circular orbits 
• Formation is assumed to be on circular orbits –  

perturbations from interplanet dynamics? 
• Solar system planets have e = 0  Is our solar system unusual? 
• Correlation with multiplicity (number of planets in a system) 

Earth eccentricity: 0.017

There appears to be an anti-correlation 
between eccentricity and multiplicity

Limbach & Turner, PNAS 112, 20 (2015) 



Exoplanet Detection – Surprises

• 'Hot Jupiters‘ 

• We used to believe they 
should be formed at 
large radii. Radial 
migration?

Artist's conception, nasa.gov

Marcy et al. 2005

• Stellar metallicity dependence 

• Implications for planet formation?



Hot Jupiters: massive planets very close to their host star

Surface 
temperatures 
> 1000 K 

Flux ratio 
between planet and star 
favorable in the IR: 
10-4 compared to 10-9 for  
ordinary, colder planets



Different Methods – Different Biases

Zhu & Dong, “Exoplanet Statistics and Theoretical Implications”,  
Annu. Rev. Astron. Astrophys. 59, p. 291-336 (2021)



Seager and Deming, Annu. Rev. Astron. Astrophys. 2010. 48:631–72

How to infer information on planetary atmospheres 



Richardson et al., Nature 445, 892 (2007)

Spitzer

First Spectra

Water Signature in an Exoplanet

Tinetti et al., Nature 448, 169 (2007)

Spitzer 
observations



HD 189733 / from Swain, Vasisht & Tinetti (2008).

Methane Signatures

Observation 
With Hubble



Water in the atmosphere of ~ 8 x MEarth exoplanet

Uncertainty ranges

Best fit models

Water in super-Earth K2-18b, Hubble



James Webb Space Telescope (>2021) 
(National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration NASA)
Near/Mid-Infrared:  0.6 – 28 µm  

NASA, CSA, ESA, J. Olmsted (STScI), Science: N. Madhusudhan (Cambridge University)

Atmospheric spectrum of super-Earth K2-18b



Origin of Life: HIFOL collaboration 
https://www.mpia.de/3500788/HIFOL



What is Life?

Attempts at a definition: 

Erwin Schrödinger(physicist): ... life as that which resists decaying 
to disorder and equilibrium. This definition relates to the second 
law of thermodynamics, which states that closed systems will 
naturally gain entropy, or disorder, over time. Living things can 
work against this trend. 

“Life is a self-sustaining system  capable of Darwinian evolution.“  
Gerald Joyce (biochemist)

“Any population of entities which has the properties of 
multiplication, heredity, and variation.”  
John Maynard Smith (evolutionary biologist and geneticist)



Nucleotide

Amino acid
Phospholipids

Hydrophobic tail

Hydrophilic head

Life Building blocks: lipids, amino acids, nucleotides...



Klaus Paschek - MPIA Heidelberg

Life Building blocks: RNA, DNA

31

Adenine

Guanine

Cytosine

Thymine

Uracil D-ribose

D-deoxyribose

RNA

DNA

Phosphate

Phosphate

RNA world



Chirality: a Fundamental Property of Nature

R-(+)-Limonen L-(-)-Limonen

Chiral molecules can be either 
Left-handed or Right- handed 
The enantiomers are mirror images

Life on Earth is (homo)chiral

100 000    :      1

All amino acids found in proteins 
occur in the L-configuration

Enantiomers

Enantiomers

Why? Nobody knows



Chiral molecule detected in space

Detection in molecular clouds indicates 
that chiral molecules were present in space 
long before solar systems. 

Did they seed handedness on Earth?

But: No information on enantiomeric excess



Earth: Water and Carbon Budgets 

Credit: Howard Perlman, USGS

Earth surface waterEarth surface water: 0.7%

• Earth is water and carbon dry 

• Also N and S are depleted 

• Formed in inner solar nebula, T > 150 K (loss of volatiles)

2 Carbon in the Solar System, ISM, and Protoplanetary Disks

2.1 Carbon in the Solar System and the Interstellar Medium

Fig. 1 illustrates the dramatic differences in the amount of elemental carbon rel-
ative to silicon incorporated into planets, comets, and asteroids represented by
meteorites. Exploring the relative amounts of carbon, we see that icy bodies (i.e.
comets) contain an abundance of carbon in the form of ices and dust (perhaps
amorphous carbon) comparable to that seen in the Sun. In contrast, the Earth’s
mantle has many orders of magnitude less carbon (relative to Si) than was avail-
able during formation as represented by the Sun or the diffuse ISM. The Earth’s
mantle is predominantly comprised of silicate minerals with a total carbon con-
tent of ⇠ 1023 g9. This is a tiny fraction of the Earth’s mass (⇠ 0.002%), but
we lack knowledge regarding the carbon content in the Earth’s core. Thus while
the mantle is clearly carbon-poor relative to the elemental carbon available at
birth, we cannot make definitive statements regarding the bulk Earth. Meteorites,
in particular undifferentiated carbonaceous chondrites (class CI), have long been
posited as tracers of the starting materials of the Earth and these rocks have an
order of magnitude depletion of carbon relative to the amount available at forma-
tion.
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Fig. 1 Plot of total elemental carbon abundance in various solar system bodies (Sun;
comets Hale-Bopp and Halley; 4 chondritic meteorites, classes CI, CV, CM, CO; Earth
mantle); and the interstellar medium relative to elemental silicon. Figure adapted from
Lee et al. 3 and Pontoppidan et al. 4 and references for abundance estimates are given in
those publications. The abundances of dense ISM organics is taken from Crockett
et al. 10 and compiled for the first time here.

The severe depletions of C suggest that carbon must have been present in
fairly volatile forms in the solar nebula disk. One suggestion is that Earth’s car-

1–19 | 3

Earth surface carbon: ~0.002% 

Bergin et al. (2014), Faraday Diss.



Endogenous

Exogenous

Early Earth Atmosphere & Hydrosphere



• High rate during first ~0.8–1 Gyr 

• Final orbital rearrangement of giant planets
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FIGURE 3. The underlying plot shows the number of craters greater than 1 km in size per km2 in a site with a given age noted
by the lunar mission and/or crater name. Plot is a recreation of that shown in Neukum et al. [47] using their Eqn. (5) to delineate the
fit to the data of crater densities and radiometric ages from Stöffler and Ryder [48]. The geological eons are shown on the bottom,
along with potential timing of early cellular life and presence of surface water.

even as the Earth was still subject to impact events of significantly higher energy [49] than the Cretaceous-Tertiary
extinction event [51] that led to the extinction of the dinosaurs.

CHON in the Context of Planetary Birth

The formation of the Earth involved the gathering of rocky materials, during a period of accumulation and accretion.
In this context an important question is how did the Earth receive carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen. We know
that the rocks of the Earth are mostly comprised silicate minerals. In fact, the total amount of carbon in the Earth’s
mantle is ∼ 1023 g [52], which is a tiny fraction of the Earth’s mass (∼ 0.002%)3. Similarly, as a relatively water-rich
terrestrial planet, the Earth’s water content by mass is sparse. Marty [53] estimates that the Earth as a whole contains
7 “oceans” of water (where ocean is defined here as the surface water), which again is only a small fraction, 0.2% of

3 We note that significant amounts of carbon could still be present in the Earth’s core [52].

10 This article is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
149.217.40.12 On: Fri, 10 Jul 2015 12:18:47

Neukum et al. (2001); Bergin et al. (2014)

Evidence for Intense Bombardment: 
Lunar Cratering Records



Murchison

• <10-25% water: Earth water-like D/H  

• <4% of carbon: insoluble/soluble = 70%/30% 

• ~70 amino acids (8 are found in proteins): high D/H ~ 10-3 

• Carboxylic acids, hydrocarbons, alcohols, S–, P–molecules 

H2O and Organics in Carbonaceous Meteorites



Glycine in 67P/Ch-G Comet

67P/Ch-G comet 

Rosetta mission 

ROSINA mass spec.

Glycine 
C2H5NO2

Altwegg et al. (2016), Science



• Autocatalytic + Ca: n x H2CO ⇒ n-C sugar (n=5: ribose, 

deoxyribose) 
• Works with borate minerals (Ricardo et al. 2004)

Formation of Sugars from H2CO: Formose 
Reaction (Butlerow 1861)



• Catalyst (Fe, Ni, rare metals, silicate, clay,…) 

• T > 500 K, high pressures (>10 bars) 

• Hydrocarbons, alcohols, oxidated hydrocarbons 

• Could work on very early Earth or inside carbon 

and water-rich asteroids

Fischer-Tropsch Synthesis



• Synthesis of amino acids from aldehydes/ketones  

• Requires NH3 and CN/HCN and the presence of liquid water 

• Racemic mixtures of amino acids, amines, etc.

Strecker Synthesis (Strecker 1850)

AMINO&ACID& CM2&(δD&or&D/H&in&1044)& CR2&(δD&or&D/H&in&1044)&

Linear'alkyl'chain'compounds!

glycine' ''''3666399''or''2.1262.17' ''86861070'or'2.8963.21'

DL'alanine'' ''''3606765'or'2.1162.74' 115961693'or'3.3564.17'

DL626a.'butyric'' 109161634'or'3.2464.08' 192063409'or'4.5366.63'

norvaline' 1505'or'3.88' nd'

Branched'chain'compounds!

26a.'isobutyric'' 236263097'or'5.2166.35' 430367257'or'8.22612.80'

isovaline' 208163419'or'4.7866.85' 381367050'or'7.46612.48'

DL6valine'' 121662432'or'3.4365.32' 208663307'or'4.7866.68'

26a.'2,3'methylbutyric'' 331863604'or'6.6967.14' nd'

DL62methylnorvaline'' 268663021'or'5.7166.23' nd'

DL6allo'isoleucine'' 220662496'or'4.9765.42' nd'

L6leucine'' 179261846'or'4.3364.41' nd'

N6subsGtuted'amino'acids!

Sarcosine'' 127461400'or'3.5263.72' nd'

DL6N6methylalanine'' 122461310'or'3.4463.58' nd'

N6methyl62am.'isobutyric'' 343163461'or'6.8766.91' nd'

Fig. 13.— Range of �D ‰ values (see Tab. 1 for definition) and in D/H units of 10�4 determined for meteoritic 2-amino, and
2-methylamino acids, by compound-specific isotopic analyses for CM2 (Murchison, Murray and Lonewolf Nunataks 94101) and CR2
(for Graves Nunataks 95229 and Elephant Morains 92042). Data are from Pizzarello and Huang (2005) and Elsila et al. (2012). nd=
not determined.

evident by the varying �13C values detected for Murchi-
son aa (+4.9 to +52.8) and the significant differences found
within and between aa subgroups; e.g., the 13C content of
2-amino acids (Fig. 13) declines with chain length, as seen
for carboxylic acids and alkanes, while 2-, 3-, and 4-amino-
, or dicarboxylic amino acids do not have similar trends.
Also 2-methyl-2-amino acids are more enriched in 13C than
the corresponding 2-H homologues (Pizzarello et al., 2004).
The �D values, determined for a larger number of aa in sev-
eral meteorites (Fig. 13), show that aa subgroups are iso-
topically distinct in regard to this element as well and reveal
additional differences amongst types of meteorites: again,
branched aa display the largest �D values. A higher D-
content of branched alkyl chains was seen also in all other
aa sub-groups analyzed, i.e., in the dicarboxylic aa and 3-,
4-, 5-amino compounds.

The locales, precursor molecules and synthetic processes

that might account for meteoritic aa molecular, isotopic and
chiral properties are still being debated and have been only
in part elucidated. As for their synthetic pathways, the first
analytical indication came from the finding in meteorites
of similar suites of hydroxy-, and amino acids, which led
Peltzer and Bada (1978) to propose a Strecker-type synthe-
sis for both compound groups:

The reaction proceeds via the addition of HCN to alde-
hydes and ketones in the presence of ammonia and water;
the larger the ammonia abundance, the larger the expected
ratio of NH2-/OH-acids, the latter being the only com-
pounds formed in ammonia absence. The scheme agrees
with many data from CCs analyses but was further corrob-

16



Polymerization of Aqueous HCN: Amino Acids

• Oró & Kimbal (1961): 5 HCN ⇒C5H5N5 (adenine) 

• Requires HCN, water and light



The Origin of Life: Some keywords and concepts

“But If (and oh what a big if) we could conceive in some warm little pond 
with all sorts of ammonia and phosphoric salts, light, heat, electricity etc. 
present, that a protein compound was chemically formed, ready to 
undergo still more complex changes at the present such matter would be 
instantly devoured, which would not have been the case before living 
creatures were formed.”

Darwin’s warm little pond:

Charles Darwin (1809-1882) in a  
letter to Botanist J.D. Hooker in 1871 
Cambridge University archives

Crucial ingredients:  

• Liquid solution, rich in chemicals (primordial soup) 
• Energy source



Origin of Life: 

The Oparin-Haldane theory (1924-1929)

Alexander Oparin 
1894 –1980

John B.S.Haldane 
1892 - 1964 

• The atmosphere of the early Earth 
probably was different than today 

• Atmosphere might have been reducing 
 (electron-donating),  containing H2, H2O, 

 NH3, CH4, and CO2   (no oxygen!) 

• Energy sources were available 
 (UV light, lightning) 

• Oceans served as “primordial soup” 
 to form organic compounds 



Alternative energy source: Hydrothermal Vents

Sousa et al., Phil. Trans. Royal Soc. B 368: 20130088 



Testing the Primordial Soup Theory: the Miller-Urey Experiment

Stanley Miller

Harold Urey

S. Miller, Science 117, 528 (1953), 
“A Production of Amino Acids under possible primitive Earth Conditions”

(Ocean)

(Early 
Earth 
Atmosphere)

After 1 week of operation 
liquid turns dark, several amino acids are found!



Jeffrey L. Bada

Miller-Urey Revisited

Recent (2007-2008) re-analysis 
of Miller’s preserved residues 

(with modern analytic methods) 
finds many more Amino acids! 

But no enantiomaric excess! 
(that means no preference for left- 

or right-handed molecules)

Johnson et al.,  
Science 322 404 (2008)

Bada,  
Chem. Soc. Rev. 42, 
2186 (2013)



Why is Water So Essential for Life on Earth

• The liquid phase facilitates chemical reactions, 
• In a liquid reactants move freely, they can encounter each other much more 

frquently than in a solid, 
• Frozen water floats, insulates lower layers from freezing, 
• Water is an excellent solvent for salts, 

Which of these points are “geocentric”?

• Chemical reactions also happen in the gas phase and in solids, 
• Water ice has higher albedo than liquid water. That means that although it will protect 

lower layers from freezing, it will also lead to colder surfaces and thus more freezing, 
• Ammonia is liquid at lower temperatures than water, the range over which ammonia is 

liquid for relevant planetary surface pressures is greater than for water, 

• E.g., formamide (CH3NO) has a larger liquid temp range (225-480 K) and is an excellent 

solvant for polar materials.

formamide



Alternatives to Water

Committee on the Limits of 
Organic Life in Planetary Systems, 2007

Example: Liquid Ammonia NH3

• Very similar properties to water, 
• Liquid between 195-240 K at 1atm, 
• Even wider liquid range at high P, 
• Probably abundant in the solar system, 
• Good solvent for organic molecules



How to find signatures of life? First: let’s have a look at our own planet: 

Earth’s Atmosphere over Time

Epoch 0:  mainly carbon dioxide originating from volcanoes, 
Epoch 1: loss of carbon dioxide (into rocks), life creates CH4, no OH, 

Epoch 2:  Maximum CH4 level reached, organic Haze shows up, lower temperatures, 

Epoch 3: Rise of oxygen, decrease of methane, ice ages, 
Epoch 4: Further rise of O2, although still lower than today 

Epoch 5: present day atmosphere and vegetation 

The appearance of eukaryotes coincides with the creation of oxygen.  
(A eukaryote is any organism whose cells contain a 
 nucleus and other organelles enclosed within membranes.)

Kaltenegger, ApJ 659,  598 (2007)



Simulated Evolution of Earth’s Atmosphere over time

Without plants or bacteria our atmosphere would contain virtually no oxygen!

Other gases like Methane (CH4) or nitrous oxide (NO) are also considered as bio-signature gases, 
but they also have strong abiotic production mechanisms. 

Kaltenegger ApJ 659,  598 (2007)



Sagan et al., Nature 365, 715 (1993)



Our solar system as an example

Life!



Planetary Atmospheres: Mars

• Surface temperature between 20C and -80C, 
• No magnetic field, 
• Exposed to Solar Winds, 
• Surface pressure 0.006 bar, 
• Water can only be liquid at low elevations, 
• At higher elevations,  

water is either solid or gaseous, 
• Weak magnetic field, low gravity 

         solar wind may have blown away gas 



Huygens lander

Exploring Titan

Saturn's biggest satellite, 2nd biggest in solar 
system (behind Ganymede).  

Titan has an atmosphere that hides the 
surface perpetually, 1.5 atmospheres   
    
From Earth, methane was detected 
spectroscopically. When Voyager 1 flew by, 
this methane was confirmed, but it was 
realized that nitrogen (N2) was the dominant 

gas in the atmosphere.

Voyager I

Cassini / Huygens



Titan’s Atmosphere



January 14 2005

The Cassini Huygens Probe



Ion and Neutral Mass Spectrometer (INMS)

Complex ion-neutral chemistry in Titan’s atmosphere

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjE3-mHrfX1AhWck_0HHWIxAAkQFnoECAoQAQ&url=https://solarsystem.nasa.gov/missions/cassini/mission/spacecraft/cassini-orbiter/ion-and-neutral-mass-spectrometer/&usg=AOvVaw1YKhfLSaB9cC9rfEcUTb2T


• Titan’s atmosphere is made mainly 
of N2 (like Earth’s) 

• Surface pressure of 1.5 bar (Titan) 
to 1 bar (Earth) 

• Methane appears to exists in solid/
liquid/gas form on Titan, like water 
on Earth 

• Complex Methane cycle on Titan 
(water cycle on Earth) 

• Titan is the only planetary object 
known with liquid lakes  

• Organic molecules and ions found: 
HCN, HC3N, C2N2, etc ..

Titan / Earth similaritiesLakes 
On Titan

Titan’s atmosphere is the most 
complex organic laboratory in our solar 
system. 


